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Feature Photo: Painting by 
Colin M Baxter (commissioned 

by GS in 2014) of the crest 
atop the Ceremonial Arch at 

Royal Clarence Yard.  It shows 
the correct colours of the Royal 

Coat of Arms which will be 
applied to the restoration. 

See P7 

I know it’s not fashionable these days to write letters but on this occasion, I thought it might be 
acceptable to share a few thoughts with you. 

 
Without the written word a record of our local history would not have survived and I recently 
came across a copy of No1 (New series, dated October 1992) of the Gosport Records edited by 
Lesley Burton. It is well worth reading again (if you have a copy) 

 
In January I attended a two-day seminar discussing ideas for the future development of the 
waterfront including the Falkland Gardens, bus station, promenade leading to Haslar Marina and 
No1 Bastion. Last week I at long last obtained a copy of the report which in my opinion was 
thirty-eight pages of nothing!  There were only two mentions of Heritage; it completely lacked 
any real inspiration and was very narrow in its concept. The main objective seemed to be to sell 
the site for as much money as possible.  At the seminar, we argued for a bridge over Fareham 
Creek taking Gosport traffic directly across the mudflats to the M 27 thus avoiding Fareham and 
the traffic jams. This isn’t even mentioned in the report! 

 
Please see Bob Whiteley’s article on Page 2. Our President, the Mayor, is going to unveil a 
Green Plaque at Grange Farmhouse at 11am on Friday 28th October 2016 as an award to Bob’s 
restoration of No 5. Do come along if you wish. 

 
I was reminded (by her indoors) that I will not be communicating with you until the New Year. 
It’s a bit early to say Happy Christmas but you all have my very best wishes for the coming 
festive season and a peaceful and healthy 2017. 

 
Yours very truly 
Paul 
Paul Hutton-Dunton  paulhuttondunton@yahoo.co.uk 

 

 
Honorary Secretary and Membership Secretary’s Report 

 
I am pleased to report that the Committee continues to meet regularly (although there will be no 
December meeting) and the Wednesday meetings are well-attended. Membership numbers are 
steady and it is not felt that active recruitment is needed at present. 

 
With a big ‘thank you’ to May for all her work, Malcolm Stevens has now taken over booking 
speakers so, if anyone comes across a worthwhile speaker, please let me know so that I can 
forward the information to him. 
Diane Furlong  secretary@gosportsociety.co.uk 
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Honorary Treasurer’s Report 
 
Finances are looking in good order. We have recently received reimbursement from HMRC for 
Gift Aid and we thank all members who have contributed to this. If you are a tax payer & would 
like to gift aid your next membership subscription, please do let us know. 
Susan Blower  gosportsociety@gmail.com 

 

 
 
Uncovering the Past 

 
When Grange Farm was restored by Gosport Borough Council in 1978, the 11” 
wide beam stretching from floor to ceiling in the wall separating the two bedrooms 

Green 
Plaque 

Presentation 
28th October 

11am 

at the front of 5 Grange Farm and the adjacent door frame were covered with hardboard. 
 

It was clearly a continuation of the main beam in 
the wall below between the dining hall and sitting 
room seen in the picture on the left. This together 
with the other beams and brick infill making up the 
original timber frame wall had been entirely 
covered and hidden by plaster. After treating the 
timbers, the wall was re-plastered but the timber 
frame was left exposed. 

 
It was decided to leave the bedroom wall as it appears in the picture above partly because we 
needed a rest after two years of dust, dirt and restoration work returning the ground floor to its 
original state and partly because we had nowhere to store the bedroom furniture whilst carrying 
out any restoration. However, the recent discovery of serious damp in the opposite 12” solid 
brick outside wall and a new store room where we could put the furniture allowed us to discover 
what else was hidden behind the plaster in the interior bedroom wall. 

 
Removing the plaster revealed a timber frame 
infilled with brick similar to the ground floor. One of 
the beams is set diagonally and the bricks follow the 
beam instead of being laid horizontally. 

 
 

 
It would be interesting Some of the beams 
to know when and why have been badly 
this 2.75” iron strap affected by wood- 
was placed round the boring insects and 
outside upright beam. needed treatment. 

 
This is the same wall The top of the main beam 
after the beams have has an additional piece of 
been treated for wood- wood attached to it. I wonder 
worm and then plastered when and why this was 
and decorated. placed here. 

 
 
 
At the top of this Through the open 
beam is a very bedroom door is 
small metal horse- another large beam 
shoe, just 1.25”x1” which had also been 
Who placed it here? covered by hardboard. 
Robert Whiteley 
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Gosport Heritage Open Days 2016 Gosport’s Mayor & husband at RCY 

 

A record number of visitors (13,500) were recorded at this year’s Gosport 
Heritage Open Days. Over the four days (8th -11th September), Gosport 
hosted sixty-seven separate events, ranging from walks and talks to vintage 
bus rides, music, exhibitions and a festival. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TGA Exhibition & GS N/Boards 

Many of these allowed visitors into parts of Gosport’s heritage 
which are not normally open to the public. Of particular interest 
this year were the tours of the Admiralty Experimental Works at 
QinetiQ (which became fully booked within minutes of booking 
open) and the Ramparts at Priddy’s Hard. A talk on the History 
of the Gosport Ferry (on board one of the ferries) and the aptly 
named Beer, Gas and Rubble guided walk around three lost 
roads/streets in an area originally nicknamed Bingham Town, 
also proved very popular. 

 

Figures and other information about this year’s events were presented at a ‘Thank you’ event on 
20th October at the Clarence pub. Results so far indicate that the majority of visitors came from 
Gosport, Lee, Fareham and Portsmouth, but that we also had visitors from much further afield. 

 
From the feedback received from visitors so far, the reaction has been overwhelmingly positive, 
with 94% saying that they found their experience ‘Very Enjoyable’ or ‘Enjoyable’. Almost 40% 
said that this was the first time they had visited a Heritage Open Days Event. Visiting places 
which are not normally open to the public was also one of the prime motivators. 
Two hundred and forty-seven volunteers were actively involved in the Gosport Heritage Open 
Days events over the four days as guides and helpers and the GHODS Committee is extremely 
grateful to them for all their time, energy and enthusiasm. 

 

The Mayor of Gosport, Councillor Lynn Hook, energetically 
visited several events and this was much appreciated by the 
volunteer organisers; Deputy Mayor, Councillor Linda Batty, 
came to a number of events (and judged a class in the fun 
dog show at Royal Clarence Yard!); Gosport MP, Caroline 
Dinenage, also visited several GHOD events. It was very 
good to see our local elected representatives getting 
involved and supporting this huge community effort. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mayor at GHODs Launch 

 

Gosport Heritage Open Days is run by a small group of volunteers working with a very small 
budget. Planning has already started for the Heritage Open Days in 2017 (7th-10th September). 
The Committee is interested to hear from members of the Society if you have any thoughts or 
ideas for new talks or venues – or ideas for improvement (constructive feedback is always 
welcome). Also, if any members might be interested in volunteering, guiding – or helping with 
PR & marketing. Contact: info@gosportheritage.co.uk. 

 

Priddy’s Hard Ramparts 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Secrets of Stanley Park 
 
More information about Gosport’s HODs can be found at  www.gosportheritage.co.uk and about 
the national organisation at  www.heritageopendays.org.uk. 
Philippa Dickinson 
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The Last Cooper revisits Royal Clarence Yard for the 250th anniversary of the Cooperage 
 
One of the great delights of this year’s Heritage Open 
Days at Royal Clarence Yard was the visit of the last 
cooper to work in the Cooperage. Still living in Gosport, 
Michael Whitaker (now 82) was apprenticed at the age 
of fourteen in 1949, served five years as an apprentice 
and stayed working as the sole master cooper until the 
Cooperage was finally closed twenty-one years later. 
By that time, they were largely making casks just for 
HMS Victory. There is a 1970s video of Michael at work 
on the Gosport Heritage Open Days website. 

 
Michael’s visit to Royal Clarence Yard, which  included a visit to the old forge where he worked 
(now the office of Indigo Fire Systems), was covered in  an article in the Portsmouth News. 
Michael also showed us the original letter to his father offering the apprenticeship to Michael. 

 
I was interested to discover that the Cooperage actually predates the establishment of Royal 
Clarence Yard by several decades.  A plaque on the Pump House gives the establishment as 
1766 and a board on the Forge has the same date. The David Evans study carried out for HCC 
in 2000 provides some interesting facts about the founding of the Cooperage at Weevil Lane. 
 
One of the many breweries in Gosport in the early 18th Century was near Forton/Weevil Creek. 
In 1704, the Clancarty family built their elegant new house, Weevil House, near the brewery. 

 
The Royal Navy at the time had a huge and growing demand for beer.  It was considered to be 
the safest drink for sailors as the brewing process eliminated disease and microbes in the water 
and the alcohol level was low. As a result, a very large number of breweries all round 
Portsmouth Harbour had developed, producing beer of variable quality. 

 
Eventually, the Admiralty set up its own brewery at Weevil where beer had been brewed since 
the early 1700s. After over a year of negotiations with Lady Clancarty, who owned the land, it 
was purchased in October 1751. Documents reveal the establishment at Weevil included: a 
master brewer, a miller, a stoker, a cooper, two trimmers, two labourers and a night-watchman. 

 
By 1756, there was an increased demand for beer for the Navy, and the Admiralty decided to 
build a new Brewhouse, more storehouses and a rolling way to transport materials and barrels 
from the Brewhouse Wharf to Forton Lake. 

 
In 1757, a new coopers workshop was ordered for the establishment at Weevil and in the 
following year, a new jetty at Forton Lake and a reservoir capable of holding 1,000 Tuns.  Over 
the next few years there were more and more improvements and new storehouses built. 

 
In 1760, the remainder of the Clancarty Land was purchased. The former family home stripped 
of its fittings and used as a storehouse and a new well was sunk as the demand for good quality 
fresh water grew. 

 
An order was given in 1765 for a whole new cooperage to be built on the current site with the 
work being completed in 1766. 

 
By 1831 the Admiralty decided that brewing for the Navy would be discontinued but the Weevil 
brewery was kept going, chiefly to brew beer for Naval hospital patients and in July the whole 
establishment was renamed Royal Clarence Yard. 

 
The Society’s own publication, Feeding the Forces by Lesley Burton covers the history of Royal 
Clarence Yard from 1827-1992. 
Philippa Dickinson 
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From your Lee Reporter 
 
There is substantial development in Lee-on-the-Solent at the moment with pressures from 
seafront developments often outside the planning guidelines laid down by Gosport. An example 
is of one application to replace a house with seven high rise flats. Lee Residents Association 
(LRA) raised an objection and some of the contraventions were addressed. Further revision 
reduced the number of flats to six with slight changes in the roof line to help the height profile. 

 
LRA is concerned that continued approvals of non-compliant plans on the seafront undermine 
the planning rules.  The development of Daedalus seafront will shortly be out to developers so 
these guidelines are the only means to avoid Lee seafront being lost to high-rise flats. 

 
Daedalus: 

 

Daedalus Business Park, Phase 1, is virtually complete with new business already on site; 
nonetheless the site is still busy as the developers progress work on Phase 2. The laying of 
improved utilities and the upgraded East-West access road are due to complete in November. 
Plans for a junction on the seafront have been revised and should be completed in 2017. 

 
Starting soon will be the two-hundred new homes announced under the Government’s New Year 
Direct Commissioning scheme; these include 40% starter homes. 
 
Not yet planned is the seafront phase including the listed buildings of the former Wardroom, 
Westcliff House and the Seaplane Sheds. These buildings will require restoration and be a 
much more controversial and costly phase to develop. 

 
The Hovercraft Museum is included in the seafront sale but, without the surety of a long-term 
lease, has to survive on gate receipts and is unable to apply for external funding. A long-term 
future will remain in the balance unless a permanent home is made available. The museum has 
arranged to retain one of the SRN4 former cross-channel Hovercraft. 

 
 L e e ’s  V ic to r ia  S q u a re  – Village Green Application: 

 

The new housing appearing does not follow Gosport’s ‘Street Scene’ planning guidance. This is 
because, on appeal, the National Planning Inspectorate overruled Gosport’s planning refusals. 
In a public mandate held by the LRA, respondents voted overwhelmingly in favour of seeking 
Village Green status for the remaining ‘green’. 

 
Applying for Village Green Status is an evidence-based process. If you would like to help to 
protect what remains of Victoria Square please contact the Village Green Group: 07798 941427 
or visit the LRA website, http://www.leeresidents.org.uk/ 

 

A second ‘Innovation Centre’ near the first one is proposed by Fareham. Nearby, a new 
application is proposing six Airside Hangars. Unlike the proposed IFA2 interconnector, they are 
not in the strategic gap and they actually support a functional airfield and fully meet the 
objectives of the Economic Zone. 

 
National Grid Interconnector: 

 

The outline application for the Interconnector and its cable runs (across Daedalus airfield, over 
the beach and back ashore into the current National Grid compound at Chilling) has been widely 
debated in public meetings, comprehensively addressed on the LRA website and featured in 
local media; so this report is about planning considerations. The Gosport Society, Resident 
Associations, over 1200 residents, our MP, Hampshire County Council, and some of the airfield 
businesses have all raised objections since IFA2 contravenes Fareham’ s own planning and 
airfield policies. 
Brian Mansbridge 
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Riding with History 
 
On the morning of Friday 30th September 2016, First Bus 
introduced its updated Eclipse services between Fareham 
and Gosport with a special launch on the pedestrianised 
shopping mall by the market pergola in Fareham. 

 

I had been invited to attend the event as the representative of The Gosport Society which had 
contributed historical information and archived photographic material to the visual designs and 
scenes that can be viewed inside the buses. Next time you ride an 
Eclipse, cast your eyes upwards to the ‘historical coves’ as they are 
called. You might spot something about Queen Victoria’s comings 
and goings in Gosport; the Floating Bridge across Portsmouth 
harbour; or hard tack biscuits produced for Nelson’s Navy in Royal 
Clarence Yard.  You may also note The Gosport Society’s web 
address that acts as a ‘further information’ signature on each panel. 
Great advertising and PR for the Society. 

 
The launch was a success. First Bus managers had wheeled out one 
of the seventeen new buses to be introduced on the route and parked 
it for display purposes outside Barclays Bank. What a lean, mean and 
environmentally efficient machine! 

 
After introductory speeches by the company 
about the nature of its £3 million investment, 

and ‘company confidence’ in the future of bus transport in Fareham and 
Gosport, assembled press, dignitaries and invited guests were invited 
aboard the bus and to inspect its interior. 

 
The new buses are actually built in Scarborough of all places. The 
interior design work is impressive and the Italian manufactured seats 
stylish and comfortable. The driver operates in a high-tech, fully automated console cabin, more 
like an airliner cockpit than a bus driver’s steering wheel position. The new buses are equipped 
with wi-fi and passenger electronic support services – all very impressive and, from the 
perspective of the Gosport Society, a welcome mobile exhibition of our educational purposes. 

 
First Bus appropriately concluded the launch with reserved space in the adjacent lounge Coffee 
1, where complimentary tea, coffee and assorted tasty cakes were provided to invited guests. 
Louis Murray  lms62@ymail.com 

 

 
Growing up Then (and Now) 

 
My parents’ house had single-glazed windows with wooden frames. ‘Jack Frost’ was on the 
inside of the panes when we woke, and we stepped from under sheets and blankets onto a cold 
linoleum floor with only a rug or two strewn around. We dashed to the bathroom to clean teeth 
and wash then straight into clothes laid out the night before (so we didn’t have to hunt around in 
the cold). Now I have a snuggly warm duvet, central heating to wake to, the luxury of fitted 
carpets and a lovely bathroom with shower – all not to mention double glazing and loft insulation. 

 
Days out were by coach or ‘charabanc’. I also remember being taken by train when I was nine 
years old, from Portsmouth to Hayling Island, and a trip to Ryde on the Isle of Wight Ferry, when 
we had to wear waterproof macs to prevent being smothered in smuts from its smoking chimney. 
Only a few could afford a car, but buses were frequent. I rode everywhere on my bike and traffic 
was never a real problem. Nowadays if the car breaks down or isn’t available people seem to 
think the world is coming to an end - maybe because public transport is expensive and doesn’t 
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always go where one wants it to. Walking is for the dedicated and doesn’t get you there quickly 
enough while cycling can be dangerous with the number of cars on the road. 

We never had holidays, but I was happy to spend my time in 
the summer learning to swim at Hardway or going to the open 
air baths in town. We used to go off with our tennis rackets and 
had an amazing amount of freedom from a fairly early age. As 
long as I turned up at meal times nobody seemed to worry. 
We didn’t have television when I was young, but knitted, 
sewed, learned musical instruments or played cards and board 
games. We seemed to have plenty to entertain us. We didn’t 
complain of being ‘bored’… nor expect a holiday abroad! 

 
It wasn’t expected that I would have a career – I had to plead to do a secretarial course. I 
learned on a manual typewriter, progressed to an electric one, moved on to computers and 
laptops and now have a smartphone and iPad. We didn’t even have a house phone when I was 
a child. If you couldn’t see someone, you sent a letter which would arrive within a day or two 
with a reply possibly ‘by return’ as we had two deliveries a day. However, I do appreciate the 
miracle of modern communications - and being able to Facetime with friends all over the world! 

 
We did not have a washing machine when I was young, just a copper boiler, and 
a mangle. Washing was pulled up on a long line to give it the best air for drying, 
even if in the winter some days it froze. Clothes-horses round the fire were the 
norm to finish drying things off. Coal fires would spit out onto the hearth and we 
had to be careful – a chimney catching fire was quite an excitement in those 
days. I remember the coalman visiting once a week, hauling a hundredweight of 
coal on his shoulder and putting it in our coal hole.  How things have changed. 

 
But there were good times, and we had a freedom and confidence to grow up without worrying 
about all the nastiness of life. Although living is more comfortable now – we do not suffer from 
excessive cold and have so many modern appliances including ‘home entertainment’ – I believe 
I had a happy childhood and really did not yearn for or miss what I did not have. Not that I don’t 
enjoy modern comforts. But what changes we have seen. 
Diane Furlong 

 

 
 
Redecoration of the William IV Crests on the Ceremonial Arch at Royal Clarence Yard 

 
In preparation for the scheduled redecoration of the Ceremonial Arch at Royal Clarence Yard, 
the painted  Coade Stone William IV crests at the top were recently inspected by the surveyor 
and contractor. GBC Conservation Officer, Robert Harper, and local artist, Colin Baxter, were 
also present and contributed to the discussion about best methods for cleaning and restoring the 
crests. Colin took several close-ups of both sides of the crests, some of which are shown here. 

 
 

The double-sided crests were cast by William Croggan and seem to be relatively rare examples 
of painted Coade Stone, which was more usually left unpainted. Apart from some lichen and a 
few missing letters, both aspects of the crest appear to be in reasonably good condition. 
However, this will be checked as the lichen and any loose paint is carefully removed. 
 
We are hoping that Colin will continue to be consulted as the redecoration of the crests happens 
as it will be extremely interesting to observe and keep a record of the work. 
Philippa Dickinson (photos by Colin M Baxter) 
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Bury House During World War II 
 

In researching the history of Bury House, I discovered, 
courtesy of Lesley Burton’s excellent book Gosport Goes to 
War, that during the Second World War, it was ‘the nerve 
centre for the 32nd (Connaught) Battalion Home Guard under 
the command of Rear Admiral R.S. MacFarlan’. It is well 
known that nearby Bury Hall was the base for Gosport’s 
Home Guard unit and so, having discovered a number of 
events that purported to have taken place at Bury House were in fact at Bury Hall, I wondered 
whether there was some confusion. I decided to research the history of the 32nd (Connaught) 
Battalion Home Guard to confirm its links with Bury House. 

 
During World War II, Bury House was owned by local builder, Stanley Hunt, having been 
purchased in 1936 as an investment opportunity. If it had not been for the war and later 
intervention of the War Memorial Hospital Trustees in 1945, it would probably have been 
demolished and the land used for speculative housing. But, with the beginning of the ‘Blitz’ in 
the summer of 1940, Bury House was available to provide temporary accommodation for 
families that had been bombed out of their own homes. By 1943, it had become the 
administrative centre for the 32nd.Hants(Connaught) Battalion and the headquarters for Admiral 
MacFarlan who had assumed the army rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 

 
The story of the Battalion is as follows. At the beginning of the war, the 18th (Dockyard Port) 
Battalion Home Guard was formed within the various naval establishments around Portsmouth. 
Administering the bases on the Gosport side of the harbour proved to be difficult and, towards 
the end of 1942, it was decided to divide into two separate Battalions which led to the formation 
in Gosport of the 32nd Hants (Connaught) Battalion on the 1st February1943. It consisted of 
eight companies, each based at a local naval establishment, including Royal Clarence Yard, 
Priddy’s Hard, Frater & Bedenham, Fleetlands and HMS Daedalus. Initially, the battalion was 
based at Frater, but moved to Bury House once the headquarters were completed. 

 
From an operational point of view the Battalion never became more than a collection of 
companies, each only interested in the defence of its own unit. On 28 July 1945, as the war drew 
to its close, MacFarlan in Bury House, wrote an appraisal of the operation of the battalion he 
commanded and to this was appended the views of the individual Company Commanders. He 
comments that ‘to myself, versed in some knowledge of Admiralty Establishments, this particular 
loyalty was understandable. To the Military mind, wanting to use Battalions, it was not so well 
appreciated’. He concludes ‘these are reflections, not accusations’. I discovered a copy of this 
document in a surprising location: the Sussex History Forum website. 

 
To further my own research, I would be pleased to learn if any members have any further 
information on the Home Guard unit or reminiscences from those families temporarily 
accommodated in Bury House during the war period. 
Malcolm Stevens  mstevens11@virginmedia.com 

 

 
Deep Waters in Russia! 

 
In September three members of The Diving Museum (Mike O'Meara, Vice Chairman, John 
Bevan Chairman and I) visited Russia at the invitation of The Centre for Russian and British Art 
and Culture (Voronezh - Winchester) to give presentations on the Diving Museum, HMS 
Edinburgh gold salvage and Peter the Great’s connection with the Dean brothers who invented 
the first diving helmet. We visited Moscow, Voronezh, where Peter the Great built his navy, St. 
Petersburg and Kronshtadt an island off St. Petersburg (until recently an off-limits naval base.) 
Presentations were delivered in museums and dive schools and, in St. Petersburg, on the ice 
breaker Krasin which was built in Newcastle in 1916 (and then, the most powerful icebreaker in 
the world) and which took part in the Artic Convoys. I was invited to dive at Voronezh and 
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believe I am the first westerner to dive in that part of Russia. When I got out of the water and the 
face plate was removed, I was greeted with a large shot of vodka – which it would have been 
rude to refuse – followed by bread and red caviar! 

 
We were privileged to have personal escorted tours at several museums including, in St 
Petersburg, the Aurora, the ship that fired the gun that started the Revolution. At the Admiralty 
Church in Voronezh, we laid flowers at the memorial to the Submariners lost in the Kursk. 

 
Other memorable highlights of our visit were some wonderful concerts and one such concert 
was performed by the Voronezh Male Voice Choir. By chance they were visiting the UK in 
October and had one free date so we were lucky to have them perform in St. Mary’s Church 
Alverstoke on the 11th October. 

 
We found the Russian people very warm towards us and many had kind words for the British 
because of WW2 and the Arctic convoys. It was a fantastic trip we hope sometime to return. 
Kevin Casey (Director of Gosport’s Diving Museum) 

 

 
 
Gentlemen’s Outfitters 

 
I recently went over to Gunwharf Quays and, thinking back to my youth in Gosport, realised what 
has gone from our High Street, particularly in the way of ‘Gentlemen Outfitters’. 

 
In the mid-1950s there were some very good shops.  Hart & Co 
menswear had a smaller outlet on Stoke Road and larger premises 
on the western side of North Cross Street (now a car park). Bespoke 
tailoring was available and… I once bought a bowler hat there! 

 

Around the corner in North Street was Upfields, not of the same 

calibre, but nevertheless a good shop. After making a purchase, cash 
was placed in a tubular container and sent whizzing overhead to a 
clerk who would write out a receipt and send it back with the change. 

 

 
Harts is on the right 
side of this photo 

 

On the south side of the High Street itself, going towards the ferry, were several men’s outfitters: 
Weaver to Wearer sold smart, ready-made, less expensive clothes. Burton’s shop-front still has 

a stone in the wall pronouncing that it was opened in 1938. (I‘m 
not sure if they ‘make to measure’ today, but I certainly had a 
couple of suits made there for work.) Blakes and, next door, 
Foster Smiths have both been encompassed by Boots. And what 
is now Reflex and Thomas Cook was Masterman & Sons, a large, 
good quality shop run by the brothers Percy, Walter and Herbert. 
Finally, there was Rowe the Tailor with ‘London, Gosport and New 
York’ proudly displayed on the signage. Apart from being a high 

Mastermans has 
the three arches 

class, bespoke tailor, Rowe could also boast that it made the 
uniforms for the yacht crews of the famous America’s Cup 

contenders most being built at Camper & Nicholsons. Crew members would proudly wear their 
pullovers embroidered with their yacht’s name on the chest in white. 

 
On the north side of the High Street was Millets run by Mr George Burns and his long-time 
assistant Syd. Millets eventually moved into camping gear and outdoor clothing before closing. 

 
What losses there have been over the years and so, now, we go to Gun Wharf… 
Adrian Knight 

 
And, finally, a footnote from the Editor: What a fascinating read. Maybe fewer reports than usual 
but such interesting information and insights. Well done to all the contributors! – Liz Mitchell 


